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Students prepare
for classroom walkout
by Andy Paul
Staff Writer
Plans for the Student Governmentsponsored student walkout, designed to show support for faculty in
their stalled contract bid, are well
underway, according to Charles
Mercer, president of student government. Reactions, however, have
been mixed.
The walkout, which is slated for
Tuesday. September 15. was publicize through fivers distributed around
:ampus Wednesday as well as letters
,
sent to all students and faculty,
Mercer said.
Mercer said students are being
asked to go to class as usual next
Tuesday morning and to leave class
and assemble on the mall at 10 a.m.
"We are hoping the students will
have the courage to stand up and
walk out of class and walk out on the
mall to show their support (of the
faculty)." Mercer said, adding that
representatives of the president's
office and the governor's office, as
well as Chancellor McCarthy and
Co-chairman of the Education Committee Lawrence Connolly, have been
invited to speak at the rally on the
mall. AFUM President Kenneth
Hayes and Stewart Doty, chairman
of the council of collegeslwill speak.
Mercer said.
"We are very excited." Mercer
said. "If we can get 100 students out

Book thefts
anticipated

on the mall, we will have won. We're
showing students care."
Dwight Rideout, dean of student
affairs, said he was unaware Wednesday of the walkout proposal, but
that there could be some negative
aspects.
"What takes place in the classroom is too important to walk out
on," Rideout said. "It would not be
my way of doing it."
Rideout said he thought the rally
could be held at another time,
adding that in-class time is already
too short.
"It is important for the student
community to have an understanding
of the issues," he said.
Doty, said he was "pleasantly
surprised" by the walkont proposal.
"It's a way of working together for
both of us (faculty and students)."
Doty said. "It will send a message
where it is needed--the chancellor's
office and the governor's office."
"The more people involved, the
more likely the chancellor will move
on this (the contract issue)," Doty
said.
Mercer said a local beverage
distributor is donating cans of soda
for the rally and a band is scheduled
to play on the mall Tuesday.
"The students want quality education," Mercer said. "That's what
a will be showing."

Physical education major Nancy Shaw tests her stamina and strength as part of
a physical endurance test sponsored by the Human Performance Center, Several
UMO women participated in the event to see if they could conform as well as
Maine State Troopers who are required to take the test.(Weggler photo)

They miss the soda

Opinions mixed onfood changes
by Dale McGAirigle
Staff writer

By John Toole
Staff Writer
Students interviewed WedLast week over $150 worth of stolen
nesday had mixed opinions on
textbooks were reported to the UMO
Residential Life's decision to
police and bookstore. The estimated
have more nutritional food in
loss to theft is expected to exceed
$1,800 for the 1981-82 academic year.
Students are being asked by both the
police and bookstore personnel to
report any thefts of textbooks. Notices
have been passed out at the bookstore
that ask students to report any thefts.
The notice reads, "In the event that
they are resold to us, the chances are
reasonable that the books will be
recovered and the individual selling
them prosecuted."
Sgt. Michael Zubik, UMOPD, said
Wells Commons is probably the worst
place on campus for a student to leave
books.
Elizabeth Farley
"I would say that's probably the
number one place for thefts on campus
the dining commons, but all
because someone is working it or
felt students should have been
somebody always has in the past.
consulted before a decision
Someone's there at meal times to grab
was made.
a bunch of books or a pack," he said.
Even though the food's the
Zubic said one person reported
Monday the loss of a .backpack con- textbooks you could either hawk themtaining $57 worth of books at Wells -just in general ask around who wants
Commons.
Three other persons them or you could post it on the forclaimed they had lost books that day.
sale boards, or the quickest way is to
The textbook-theft business can be run over to the text book annex and
profitable according to Zubik. "I turn them in" he said.
Zubik ruled out the possibility of a
arrested a guy about three or four years
ago and in a week he had--and this was theft ring. I "Probably a few inthe best we could tell--S250 worth of dividuals. Of the few people we've
books. And that's all he did was run caught, there's no sign of a conaround during lunch breaks and hit the spiracy," he said.
Zubik warns students to be careful
book drops," he said.
Zubik said there are numerous ways with their books, "Don't leave your
to get rid of the books. "Well, stolen books anywhere. At Wells I would en-

same, it tastes better," said
Neal Pratt, a junior political
science major. "I don't think
the nutrition, however, makes
any difference. I do miss the
Soda."
Elizabeth Farley, a junior
agriculture and resource
economics major who works in
Wells Common, said, "It's a
little better. We haven't had a
lot of complaints, except about
the soda being gone."
A sophomore development
major. Lynn Simard, said "It's
about the same, maybe a little
better.
I'd like soda and
chicken cutlets, but the salad
bar's difinitely better."
'"I think it's worst over
all," said Bill Stang, junior
mechanical engineering major. "The meat's better but
the vegetables and potatoes
don't taste as good. There's
more organic stuff now, and
they're using less salt. I think
it should be personal preference on what to eat. We re old
courage anybody not to leave their
books there," he said..
Det. William L. Laughlin, who
works at the bookstore, said the thefts
have averaged about $1,800 psd ysD,
for the last three years.
Laughlin said the worst places to
leave books unattended were in the
dining halls and at the library. "About
50 percent of the books have been
stolen from students at the library," he
said.
Laughlin said the most popular
books among thieves were business,

enough to decide what's good
for us."
The students all thought
Residential Life should have
consulted students more before changing the cafeteria
menu. "They should have
asked us before they took out

t
'14

Bill Stang
the soda machine and made
those changes," Simard said.
Pratt added "The students
should have had more of a say
in the decision."
chemistry and psychology, because of
their high cost.
Laulghlin said students should keep
an eye on their books and to mark
them for identification to discourage
theft.
"This is the worst time right now,
because everything is just so busy,"
said Zubik, but he encouraged students
to report the thefts.
"Probably the attitude is, 'They
can't do anything.' In most cases we
can. There's always something that
can be done," he said.
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Student organizing bicycle awareness group
By Annette Higgins
Staff Writer
David Hatton, a UMO senior, is currently attempting to organize a bicycle awareness group.
"By improving the bicycle traffic situation, you
can help the whole traffic flow," Hatton said.
Hatton said the proposal for a biker's safety group
began as class project and contnued when he was involved in a bicycle accident.
"My accident was no one's fault. It was due to
poor road conditions," Hatton said.
Ray Thibodeau, UMOPD,said that although there
are few actual bicycle accidents, there are a lot of
close calls.
"Because there are so many bicycles on the road,
traffic flow is slowed down," Thibodeau said.
Thibodeau said the biggest problem with bicycle
safety is that few riders have proper lights for night
travel.
"Another problem is most ridiers don't obey traffic signs," Thibodeau said. He said that bicycle
safety laws are hard to enforce.

David Hatton wants to form a bicycle safety
organization to help prevent accidents and alleviate
campus traffic problems.(Lloyd Rees photo)

Hatton has several suggestions on how to improve
the situation, such as:
Establishing a group to maintain road conditions
ana a bicycle patrol to help enforce safety laws.
"I've been working on this proposal for threefourths of a year," Hatton said.
Thibodeau said he felt an organization like the one
proposed by Hatton would be a good idea. "I think
it would be well worth the time spent for such a
group," Thibodeau said.
Last spring, with the help of the Commuter Affairs
Office, Hatton did a survey on traffic control.
"We sent out 2,000 questionaires and received
1,040 back, "Hatton said. Hatton said that most of
.he questionaires answered were by faculty and staff
members.
"We found that the busiest time for traffic to
campus was around 8 a.m." Hatton said.
Hatton said he believes tha teconomic conditions
will increase the number of bicycle commuters.
"The bicycle trail isn't just used by bikers, but also
by joggers and pedestrians so there is no order to it,"
Hatton said. He said this would be a major area of
concern.

Womens'issues to be stressed in class
and travel expenditures for guest
speakers and co-consultants, the purchase of books and journals, and
faculty-administrative travel to conthe
and
The Committee on Women
ferences and workshops.
a
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working
are
administration
According to Fritsche, Silverman
project that integrates the concerns of
year indicated that there were no
last
in
s
program
women into the existing
on campus. Fritsche
English, sociology, physics and women's studies
a
group of 18 women
with
met
then
educational administration.
administrators.
and
members
faculty
UMO
by
The project, supported
a prorosal for a
about
talked
"We
President Paul Silverman. consists of
program and a
study
women's
seperate
one
four faculty teams (one male and
existing
change
to
l
proposa
female on each team) which will
evaluate some of their own courses,
their collegues courses, and the other
programs offered by their department
to decide where new research and new
perspectives about women or female
By Kathy McLaughlin
experience may be profitable to studenStaff Writer
ts.
A Women and the Curriculum
Three females of Dunn Hall
reported two males who atresource materials center is also being
planned.
tempted to gain entrance to
Each faculty team worked through
their room. They said the two
last spring and summer to analyze the
men knocked on their door.
content, perspectives and materials of
make obscene statements, and
one or two courses and wrote plans inthen attempted to enter their
tegrating material about women and or
room through an exterior
female experience into those courses.
window by breaking a screenThe teams also produced a manual
ed window on the northwest
of criteria, questions and guidelines for
corner of the building.
themselves and other faculty members
***
who want to include new issues and inives
perspect
formation about female
A Bangor resident reported a
pocketbook which disappeared
or women from the viewpoint of their
own department.
The women and the cirriculum
project reports to Richard Bowers, vice
president of academic affairs and is codirected by Nancy Macknight and Dr
Joann Fritse.
Silverman granted the committee
$20,000 which was used for compensation for the faculty teams, payment
by Robin Stoutamyer
Staff writer

programs," Fritsche said.
decided on the latter."

CAMPUS
CRIER

"We

Silverman approved the project in
January and the project was started in
February. During the planning and
development, the committee used the
knowledge of people with a
background in Women's studies and
the credibility of faculty and administrative "opinion leaders", including those without women's study
experience.

**** Police blotter ****
while she was studying in
Folger Library. She said when
she was studying in the library
she got up for a fev minutes to
check on another book. When
she returned the pocketbook
was gone. The pocketbook
and its contents were valued at
$33.
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interested. 581-2287
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1974 Mark IV Mobile Home
For Sale set up at Pine Haven
Funished with
Trailer Park.
washer and Dryer. For more information call 827-6554 or 8275457.
Yard Sale - At Sig Ep Frater.
mity. 10 years of pile-up to
sold. Priced to go. Friday and
1 0- 4.
Saturday

***
A York Village resident
reported a fire set in a junk car
located in the Aroostook Hall
parking lot. The vehicle was
used in a demolishing event
and will he removed.

Send in your classifieds
$1.20 for the first 14 words.
.10 for each additional
word. You'll get results!
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Study shows library
lacks space,journals
by Andrea Saunders
Staff writer

a

The results of a study conducted
by the Folger Library show that a lack
ot study space and current journals
are major weaknesses Assistant
Librarian Sam Garwood, said.
its
Last spring the library began
a
of
s
result
the
and
ation,
-evalu
self
questionnaire, which was Dart of the.
e'Yaluation have shown the availability of study space and current
journals to be between "acceptable
and poor." The questionnaire asked
the respondents to rate the library
services on a scale of one to five, one
being excellent and five being poor.
"In general, student and faculty
opinions were about the same..there
weren't any really wide deviations,"
Garwood said, "things that were
given criticism were, the lack of
private areas, the practice of some
students of leaving their books at a
corral and then going off for hours,
and some people complained about
too much noise."
There were also complaints about

the student labor used on nights and
weekends, and about the hours the
library stayed open. Some respondents noted that they had not found
students to be as helpful as the
regular staff, and that they would
like to see the library stay open 24
hours a day.
The lack of study space could be
remedied by the purchase or borrowing
of more furniture, Garwood said, but
he does not forsee any simple solution
for the lack of current publications.
"Inflation has increased so much
over the past decade that the money
which used to cover the cost of
adding new journals to the library
collection now only just barely covers
the cost of maintaining the ones we
have.
Over all, Garwood found the
reports favorable, however. The
staff printed handouts, and guides.
all received excellent ratings. Next
month the committee responsible
for doing the evaluation is scheduled
to meet with President Paul Silverman. They will then have a list of
priorities and will probably request
more money, Garwood said.

September 10
Thurs
7:00 p.m. - The 120-voice
Oratorio Society Choir of
theUniversity of Maine will have
its first meeting at Room 220
Lord Hall on the Orono campus.
All interested singers, new and
old, are invited to attend the first
rehearsal. Plans are to perform
the Bloch "Sacred Service" and
the Mozart "Requiem."
new
the
addition,
In
organization known as University
Choir will meet at noon on
Tuesday/Thursday in 217 Lord
Hall. Membership is open to all
campus students, and one credit
hour is available.
12:00 noon--Slide entitled
"Maine Panorama" to be
presented by environmental
specialist Sherman Hasbrouch in
the Lown Rooms of the
Memorial Union.

NIML

There will be a meeting of the
Undergraduate Business
Association(UBA)tonight in 130
Little from 6 to 7 o'clock. All
business and economics majors
are welcome.
11 a.m.-2 p.m. Mike Nobel's
Maine-Made Human Jukebox,
performing outside the Memorial
Union, weather permitting.

OSTALAREMETJEF
.a B. Dalton Bookseller -g]
rgi
-3
E
t
mee
to
you
-01 invites
1-E Buckminster Fuller M
author of
Critical Path
Saturday, Sept. 12
1:00-3:00 pm
B.Dalton Bookseller

[ff-

Bangor Mall Bangor

FAIREEt0101010EfigiC011EZEFOR1

MO President Paul Silverman talks with students after dedication ceremonies
at the new Hannibal Hamlin Multicultural Center.(14eggler photo)
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Opinion
iLeft turn on red

Bridges left
to burn

Food follies
Sooner or later, campus administrators must learn
that the students are adults and should have certain
input rights about basic living conditions within their
university system.
The most recent incident of this type of action took
place during the summer months, when Residential
Life decided that it would take steps to beef up the
nutritional value of meals served in the dining commons.
The changes, which most residence hall students
are already well aware of, include the removal of
soda machines in lieu of juice machines, the
replacement of whole milk with two-percent lowfat
milk, and a lowering in the amounts of red meat,
refined sugar, butter and eggs used in cafeteria
recipies.
Residential Life's intention in this matter is commendable; to provide the most nutritional and wellbalanced diet possible for its customers. In this
health conscious country, who can argue against better diets?
The change has drawn mixed response, with some
eaters welcoming the improved diet while others
moan that the taste of the food is worse that ever
before. Of course, there are just as many opinions
about the taste of a certain food as there are taste
buds.
The major problem with the move is not the move
itself; rather the fact that the students did not have a
voice in approving the meal changes. These students
spend large sums of their summer earnings on board

payments to Residential Life, and, being adults, they
should have some input into how that money is
utilized.
These students are the same persons that register
for the draft, own their own automobiles, and if they
are 20 years old, drink alcoholic beverages. To think
that they would not want and deserve a voice in selecting some of the foods they would be eating represents a serious error in judgement.
It should be reiterated that the idea behind
Residential Life's plan to alter the menu in favor of a
more nutritious diet is honorable. Students,
however, should have been consulted before such a
program was implemented. Residential Life could
have brought the idea to a student referendum, or at
least a survey, during the fall semester, and then
made any popular changes during the spring
semester.
An article in today's Maine Campus indicates a
mixed reaction to the changes, some students pleased
with the revamped salad bar, others labeling the food
as bland, and still others who wouldn't be satisfied if
the meals were catered by the Galloping Gourmet.
One opinion that was expressed nearly
unanimously, however, was a desire to at least have
some input into the changes, and those desires are
justified.
The issue is not so controversial that it had to be
rushed.
E.C.
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BY STEPHEN BETTS
"We have come this far only
to learn we are going backwards."
This statement seems to
sum up the attitude of a
women I was talking to
concerning the progress of
women's rights in society.
And it is very accurate
statement.
One of the most striking
eveidence of the lack of
progess women have made is
shown by a study released to
the public last week.
It
showed women earn 60 percent of what men do--the same
percentage as in 1960.
The major problem is that
discrimination towards women
is woven into the fabric of
Whether it is in
society.
language or in religion women
are treated differently.
One of the most cherished
traditions in the world--and
the United States--is marriage
Yet marriage is generally one
of the worst offenders towards
women. The father gives the
bride away as if she's a piece
of American Tourister luggage. Then after the minister,
priest, or rabbi declares the
couple wed, the women automatically assumes the surname of her husband. I have
yet to know a man who takes
his wife's last name.
The reason for this is a holdo
ver from when marriage meant
a women would become subservient to her spouse. There
are many "modern" marriages where this is still sadly
close to the truth.
The Catholic and the Mormon religions also reduce
women to second class status.
Pope John Paul II, for all his
good Rualitiies, is propagating
the attitude towards women by
refusing to allow them into the
The Mormon
priesthood.
church went even further by
excommunicating Sonia Johnson in early 1980 for her active
support of the Equal Rights
Amendment.
Speaking of the Equal Rights Amendment--the proposal
is stalled in state legislatures
across the United States due to
the influence of the ignorance
of many male and female
legislators in regards to the
rolde of women. The ERA
cause is in trouble at the
present and the mood of the
nation is not favorable for
passage.
The different languages of
the world also set women
apart. In the English vocabulary there are two words to
distinguish between a married
Woman (Mrs. or Miss) while men
are call Mr. which leaves ht
marital status unconfirm
ed. Ms. has been injected into
the language but has not
caught on in many areas.
It's time all people, both
women and men wake up to
these facts. We all profit by
another's sucess, and another's freedom.
Stephen Betts is a senior
journalism major from
Maine.
Stonington
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Response
Maine Voice ofEnergy to hold meetings
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To the editor:
I would like to take this
opportunity to announce
this year's first meeting of
the Orono Student-Faculty
Chapter of the Maine Voice
of Energy. It will be this
Thursday. Sept. 8 at 3 p.m.
in the Hamm Room of the
Memorial Union.
Maine Voice of Energy is

Involvement urged by center
Are you concerned about
such issues as reproductive
freedom, the ERA, equal
pay for equal work, rape,
sexual harassment, and the
recent conservative swing in
American political thought?
The UMO Women's Center
is a campus group that
shares these concerns and
provides a forum for action
and discussion. We urge
campus and community women and men to join us in
our examination of these
changing aspects of society.
In our efforts to serve the
campus and community, we
have presented concerts of
women's music, held a
3-day Symposium on Women which included over 20
workshops, brought films
on a variety of issues, held a
Rape Awareness Day, held
bi-weekly potluck/discus-

sion groups, published a
newsletter, and continue to
staff an office and resource
center, including a library
and extensive files on women's issues.
In order to continue our
work at this level and
expand into new areas, we
need a variety of people,
their ideas and their energies. We invite everyone
to learn more about us by
visiting our office or attending a weekly meeting.
Thursdays; 4:00 in the
Peabody Lounge of the
Memorial Union. Come join
US.

(The UMO Women's Center
is funded by the Student
Government of the University of Maine at Orono and
is located in the Skull Room,
3rd floor. Memorial Union.)

To the editor:
The Student Government
has called for all UMO
students to walk out of their
classes at 10 a.m. on
Tuesday, Sept. 15, and
assemble on the Mall in a
show of support for the
faculty in the current contract "negotiations". I cannot overemphasize the im
portance of full participation
by the student body.
The faculty is the most
important part of the University. Most of us are, after
all, here for an education.

L

The student dental program
is going to be offered again
this year for UMO and BCC
students. It provides high
quality dental care at special rates for students.
Started last December, it is
a program that a lot of
students have taken advanArea
tage of already.
dentists said that their
offices have given discounts
under this program to more
than 200 UMO students
since they joined the program at the beginning of the
year.
Not a giveaway, the discount program was thought
up by students here on
campus who felt there was a
need to increase accessibility to dental services for
students. These students,
members of the Student
Health Advisory Committee, contacted the area dentists. With the cooperation
of these dentists and the
administrative help of the

Cutler Health Center, the
program was off and running.
It is quite simple to
participate in the dental
program. First, you must
come to the health center
where your student status is
verified and you pick up a
discount coupon. Then, you
contact any of the dentists
on the list of participants to
make your appointment.
Once you get to the dentist's office, you simply turn in
the coupon for your discount.
From that point on, you
are treated like any other
patient in the dentist's
office, except for the saviings. Dentists who participate in the program are very
good about letting students
know about costs and what
they can expect. In most
cases, the program covers
dental examinations, routine cleaning, x-rays, fillings, root canals, and uncomplicated extractions. But, it
usually doesn't cover surgi-

Anne Phibbs
UMO Women's Center

Support student walkout
We are intimately involved;
it is our concern. It would be
a pitiful shame if it turned
out that the students are not
concerned about this issue.
It would be far worse if they
are concerned but do not
choose to speak out
I therefore urge all students to take action in this
important issue by honoring
the walkout next Tuesday.
Get involved!
Deb Parker
Old Town

TELL. YA FiEttib ) TT S OuTA 140tND,
r'IV STUDENTS NEVER TAKE. NOTES
-- 7,st
7-4Pe

Walkout would be disruptive
To the editor:

By expressing their genuine
concern (ever since classes
started this fall) over the lack
of progress in the current contract negotiations, the UMO
student community have won
the admiration and gratitude
of the entire faculty. No one
can accuse the students of
being apathetic on this controversial issue. However, I
find it difficult to agree with
the decision of the Student

Wr+EN I WAS AN tiNDER&RAD,
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Government Cabinet urging
students to hold a walkout on
Tuesday (September 15) at
10:00 a.m. for I believe that
the walkout is merely a nonproductive gesture and its only
effect would be a disruption of
the academic learning process.
For obvious reasons, a more
appropriate time to convene a
student rally of this nature
would be 5:00 p.m. or
thereabouts.

V.K. Balakrishnan
Department of Mathematics
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Any student or faculty
member who is interested in
Maine Voice of Energy's
views on anything from tidal
to nuclear power is urged to
attend.
Thank you for your time.
David Spellman
Student coordinator
Orono Voice of Energy

Health center to offer dental discount again
To the editor:

To the editor:

a group which is dedicated
to a balanced approach to an
understanding of all energy
issues. It is our aim to
inform the university cornmunity about these issues
through discussions, brochures, films and symposia.
We feel that it is vital for the
public to base opinions on
these issues in fact and not
emotion.

cal extractions or consultations for orthodonic work.
David Caron
Chairman
Student Health
Committee

Advisory

Grievance ok,
keep advising
To the editor:
Professors affiliated with
the AFUM certainly do have
just grievances against the
administration regarding
low salaries. However, the
idea of not formally advising
their students as suggested
by AFUM is an irresponsible method of protesting.
Granted, many professors
may have as little as 20
percent teaching appointments, but one of the most
important contributions to a
student's career any teacher
can make is through the role
of adviser. Students have
little to do with labor
relations between the administration and AFUM. so
why take away this important benefit that a professor
can offer a student.
Boycotting Parent's Weekend and university committees are legitimate ways of
expressing grievances.
Boycotting student advising
can only tarnish the Maine
taxpayers' image of AFUM.
If professors really dont
have their heart in teaching
and research, and are only
seeking to fatten their paychecks, they should be
seeking industry positions.
Ted Pellerin
112 Deering
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World News
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
says Maine Yankee could crack
WASHINGTON (AP) - The thick
steel reactor shells of eight of the country's older nuclear power plants are
showing signs that they could crack in
certain accidents, the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission says.
The eight plants were singled our after the NRC conducted a survey to
determine the extent to which the
plants' eight-inch-thick steel shells had
been weakened from constant radio active bombardment. The shells contain
fuel rods.
The NRC is concerned that the shells
could crack, like a hot bottle being
plunged into cold water, if there were
an accident in which a hot shell had to
be cooled quickly by being flooded
with cold water.
Commission officials emphasized
Tuesday that none of the plants posed
immediate safety risks, but they said
corrective action on some of the steel

shells may be needed in about a year.
The commission in April asked
operators of all 44 pressurized-water
reactors to submit data on
deterioration in the toughness of the
steel. From that data, the NRC selected the eight reactors it believed
severe
most
the
exhibited
deterioration.
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The eight plants listed as most
vulnerable to cracks were: Fort
Calhoun Unit One, near Omaha.
Neb.; H.B. Robinson, Hartsville,
S.C.; Maine Yankee, Wiscassett,
Maine; Oconee Unit one, Seneca.
S.C.; Turkey point Unit Four, Florida
City, Fla.; Calvert Cliffs Unit One,
Lusby. Md.: Three Mile Island Unit
One, near Harrisburg. Pa.; and San
Onofre Unit One, San Clemente.
Calif.

POLAND (AP) - The first
Solidarity union congress considers calling for unrestricted
parliamentary elections and
deletion from its charter of a key
phrase acknowledging the Communist Party's leading role in
Poland.

WASHINGTON (AP) President Reagan's congressional
allies mount a drive to give him
the power which chief executives
lost seven years ago to withhold
spending otherwise directed by
avv.

NEW YORK (AP)- Vernon E.
Jordan Jr., one of the nations
most respected civil rights
leaders, announces he will
resign his post as president of the
Naional Urban League at the end
of the year.

•

Spend this weekend with
HMO!

WASHINGTON (AP) - Commercial air traffic probably will
be held to about 75 percent its
normal pace through most of
next year while the government
rebuilds the control systems,
federal aviation chief J. Lynn
Helms says.

ANDREWS AIR FORCE
BASE ( AP) - An Air Force
major general tells the military
tribunal hearing the espionage
case against 2nd Lt. Christopher
M. Cooke that the young officer
was promised immunity in exchange for a "complete and forthcoming" account of his contachis contacts with the Soviets.
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News briefs
WASHINGTON (AP) - While
skirting public mention of the
pending U.S. arms sale to Saudi
Arabia, President Reagan assures
Prime Minister Menachem Begin
that American will stand by Israel
as she "lives in constant peril."

Coni

Fri.

4:30 pm

Sabbath Eve Services
Drummond Chapel, Mem. Union

Sat.

8:30 pm

Pizzo Party, Honors Center

Sun.

:00 am

Bagel Brunch Ford Room
Memorial Union
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Sept. 14-Dec. 10

FALL SEMESTER
DISCOUNTS
Delivery Upon Payment

A Clean Sweep On Art Prices
For Students

Daily & Sunday '13.35
'8.85
Daily Only
Sunday Only
'4.50

Simply present your student ID Card and
receive a discount on any art supplies,
precut mats or ready made frames in
the store.
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WEATHERBEE'S
189 STATE ST
BANGOR, ME
945-6551
945-3704
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Concert preview

Chinnock to rock in Memorial Gym

EF1

He has lived up to such labels as "Legend
of the North Country" as called by many,
and "the real essence of American music",
according to Columbia Records executive
John Hammond.
But living up to labels is not enough for
Bill Chinook, who is preparing to crank out
some high-powered rock n'roll Friday night
in a.1:00 p.m. concert at Memorial Gymnasium.
Chinnock has played at UMO before,
most recently last spring when his band
teamed with the Peter Gallway Revue in a
long-to-be remembered evening, but his
music is not a brand that listener tires of
easily.
Chinnock who now lives in Fairfield,
gives the audience what can best be
described as a mixture of blues and rock,
featuring his own raspy voice and the omniprescence of sax man Sam Hall and the
rest of the high-powered, yet tight-knit
band.
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Chinnock's career in music has been one
of great critical praise and lackluster sales.
His first album, Bill Chinnock Blues,
received rave reviews upon its 1974 release,
but sales were disappointing. After moving
back to Maine from New Jersey, where he
began his musical career, Chinnock expanded his blues roots to include some solid
rock licks in an effort to escape from
relative public obscurity. His first Maine
release, on his own North Country label,
was a live track recorded at the Loft in.Portland. The album gained local popularity
among Maine rock fans and earned Chinnock a reputation as a storyteller. But it
was not until 1978 that Chinnock gained the
regional, if not national, exposure that he
should have earned from years of passing
watering holes from Bangor to Asbury
Park.
"!Badlands" brought Chinnock into the
mainstream of rock.'n'roll while still
allowing him to maintain his barroom individualism. Songs such as "Something for
Everybody","Outlaw" and the title cut
elevated the Hampden native far beyond
any status his North Country label could
support. Chinnock soon landed a contract
with Atlantic Records, who released the
album nationally to a popular response.
Much in the same manner as his cam-

patriot, Bruce Springsteen, had difficulties
with his record label after the release of
1975's "Born toRun "Chinnock and Atlantic soon began to difter in their opinions of
what musical direction Chinnock should
take. The spat resulted in Chinnock being
released from his Atlantic contract, but did
not diminish the quality of his later music.
His latest album,"Dime Store Heroes",
released last year on the North Country
1#13e1, has been described as Chinnock's
finest .hour. With the aid of such studio
musicians as David Sanborm and members
of the Average White Band, Chinnock and
his band refined their rock sound into a fine
balance between the two styles on such cuts
as"Queen of the Lower East Side" and the
fm-popular title track.
But while some fame and fortune have
come Chinnock's way during the past five
years, the allegiance to hic home turf has not
suffered. While his concert schedule includes
aates up and down the east cost, Chinnock
havens like UMO still can anticipate visits
from a man who fits his nickname; "Legend
of the North Country."
Two opening acts, Syl Sylvain and the
Teardrops and-Bebe Buelle should make
Friday evening at the "Pit" even more worthwhile. Band leaderSyl Sylvain, a Cairo
Egypt, native, was an original member of
the New York Dolls, a group that become
known as_pioneers of the first new rock explosion after the British invasion of the mid60's. Midway through the 1970's Sylvain
formed his own group, the Criminals, which
found particular success among English
youth.
Last September,"The Teardrops" formed, and the present group plays clean,
straight ahead rock that's fun to listen to,
according to Sylvain.
Bebe Buell is an up and coming act that
shouldn't be missed. Her 1981 album,
"Cover Girl," features the production of
Rick Derringer and other assistance from
members of the Cars, Rick Ocasek, Elliot
Easton, Ben Orr and David Robinson,
which itself should tell the listener that this
lass has something to offer the music world. "Legend of the North Country", Bill Chinnock,
By Ernie Clark

•

again returns to UMO for Friday night concert in
Memorial Gymnasium"

Coming Events
Bill Chinnock in concert Sept. 11, Memorial Gym 8:00 p.m.
SEA Movie: Private Benjamin, Hauck Auditorium Sept. 11 7 and 9:30 p.m.

I IMO

Music Recital: Ludlow Hallman and Lillian Garwood, Sept. II, Lord
(recital room)8:15 p.m.
SEA Movie/ Close Encounters of the Third Kind Sept. 12, 7 and 9.30
Hauck Auditorium
Academy Award Film: Cabaret, Hauck Auditorium, Sept. 13, 7 p.m.
Sandwich Cinema/ Offand Running Sept. 14, N. Lown Rm. 12 noon
Syl Sylvain, former member of the New York Dolls, brings his own group to
Orono Frida) to backup Bill Chinnock.

Poetry Hour/ Sandy Ives Sept. 16, Sutton Lounge, 3 p.m.
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Bizarre Jukebox in Hauck
nose flute, a manually operated fire alarm (his "lack
of appreciation" device), "the smallest harmonica in
the world," Kazoo, and transistorized electirc
keyboard.
Besides singing within the confines of his jukebox,
Nobel has done ad jingles for Maine products and
sang some of his original material on the Public
Broadcasting System's radio program "All Things
Considered."
One such song hit the national wire service a few
years back in the midst of the energy crisis. Called
"Dollar a Gallon Summer," it recounts the woeful,
story, he said,"of a teenage romance that was
broken up by high gasoline prices."
At one point during his performance he asked for a
volunteer to time his attempt at singing falsetto for
30 seconds.
"That comes from hundreds of nights in
barrooms, desperately attempting not to get hit," he
said. "I find the more different styles I try to sing the
less antagonistic the drunks would be."
Though his jukebox brings out "the goofy entertainer who's just having fun with people," Nobel has
traveled throughout New England singing songs he
has written "on the joys and struggles of relationships, families and everyday life."
He is distressed at the lyrics in today's popular
songs. "If you listen to the lyrics there is either the
broken affairs sort of song or the jump into your
pants song," he said. "What I'm trying to do is to
give equal time that a long term relationship is worth
all the blood and tears in holding it together."
Nobel will play again today from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
outside of the Memorial Union in the weather permits
BY Darcie McCann

It's not a common occurrence when after putting
your change in the jukebox to have the machine talk
back to you. The machine in question, Mike Nobel,
played to an appreciative crowd yesterday in the
Memorial Union as part of the lunchtime Peanut
Butter and Jam.
Billing himself as the "Human Jukebox"(the only
one east of the Pecos he boasts), Nobel played from
within his homemade wooden contraption for over
three hours. His "Jailhouse Rock" not only got the
noontime crowd clapping but was the necessary
initiative for a two-year-old todder to twist and dance
to the song.
"There's something non-threatening, and
fascinating about a father of two children beating his
brains out singing non-stop from within an
exaggerated orange crate," Nobel said
And beat his brains he did. If Nobel was not
singing a song he was talking to the audience, daring
them to venture near the box and make a selection.
If someone could be persuaded, the only way in
which the choice could be known was to yell into
Nobel's genuine K-Mart funnel (complete with
original price tag).
The selection of songs varied from almost normal
to downright bizarre. Sandwiched between the
Country and Western favorite, "Back in the Saddle
Again," was Nobel's own creation "Ballad of the
Sperm Bank Raider" - the sad tale of a man who
became sterile. It was this variety that made his
music appeal to all ages.
"It's better than Bufferin. It's better than Midol.
It's the easy way to ease life's pain, played by a halfsane person," he said.
The props Nobel uses are unconventional at best.
A musician of many talents, Nobel has mastered the
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Gorham resident Mike Nobel, in his "Human
Jukebox", entertained Union crowd )esterday
(Lloyd-Rees hoto)

University
Cinemas
827-3850
Stillwater Ave.

Survival book is helpful
If you're lost in the Artic and have
nothing with which to survive, what do
you do? According to some survival
manuals you take out your ice saw, cut
out blocks of ice and build youself an
igloo for warmth. A survival manual
that has more feasible solutions to
problems such as these is You Can
Survive by Harold C. Wells
You Can Survive is a practical survival handbook, written in layman's
terms for the outdoor enthusaist. The
book covers many areas of safe outdoor living including ideas on hunting,
camping, cross country travel, fishing
and first aid.
The book is being used by professor
Walter Abbott, of the physical
education department, in his outdoor
preparedness course. Abbott feels it is
the kind of book,"you can buy and
throw in your backpack." Abbott
likes the book for its variety, but he is
still unsure to what extent he will be
using the book in his course.
You Can Survive stresses safety by
planning and preparedness. Chapter
three, entitled "Coping with Survival", oltlines the three major places
where being pre-organized may save an
outdoor tragety. The first place for the
person to be organized and prepared is

the home. The second place one
should check his list for preparedness is
the basecamp, and the third place is the
trail. Wells suggests a "get lost" list
which you make before leaving home.
Some items on the list include: matches, candles, knife, compass, nylon
cord, first aid kit, whistle and small
sharpening stone. This list is very
minimal and all items should be carried
in a waterproof sack.
Another great feature of Well's
book is the case histories he relates.
Abbott finds these case histories to be
relaxing and enjoyalbe reading.
The author and publisher was reared
by his grandparents in Colorado and it
was from them he learned many of his
outdoor skills. "They were harty
pioneers who came to the Rio Grande
River in a covered wagon," Wells said.
Wells is an lecturer on outdoor living
and survival in California and he wrote
this book because he felt there wasn't
enough written about outdoor survival. He said, "most first aid books
deal with treating injuries, this is an
overall survival book and prevention is
the key."
By Katrina Morgan

Daily 7 & 9
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You Canb Survive
y H.C. Wells

Practical ideas

An easy to read
458 page
encyclopedia
guide to
outdoor living
with
numerous
step by step

on camping,
cross-country
travel, rafting,
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building fires,

OUTRTTERS
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and field First
Aid.

specialists in wilderness travrl
? SALES- RENTALS- REPAIRS- INSTRUCTION- TRIPS
GUIDE SERVICE & OUTFITTING

illustrations.
Now being use in a survival class at UMO
High lights from "You can Survive"

Home ofIgas Island Custom-made Packs
SEPTEMBER SPECIALS

— Barrier Gortex Parka reg.$67.50
Now $50.00
? Free T-shirt with purchase of any tent
or sleeping bag
?a - 30% off all paddles,vinyl & neoprehie
Items
closed the day of the full moon
4
?

*The Vital Step of any trip: preparation
4t Maximum Check List for auto equipment in planning lengthy &
rugged trips
.1r Complete course on how to use a compass(15 pages)
..0
( Rafting -- contructing a log raft
* Clothing -- what to use
&
Send '7.95 Plus $1.50 Postage
Handling
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*Get Lost Kit

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

In care of: "SURVIVAL"
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Sleeper's crowd asleep
;

There are a few hundred oi you out
there who braved the bugs, the 45
minute wait, and the cold night air this
past Sunday to hear Sleeper, UMO's
first outdoor concert of the year.
To these people goes admiration, for
you have learned not only to appreciate
music but also how to avoid
homework.
Sponsored by Student Entertainment and Activities(SEA), the sixmonth-old band from August
displayed a wide variety of styles,
playing songs from such artists as
Jackson Browne to the Tubes. And
they played them well.
They did start slow. It took them
almost to the middle of the first set to
work out some of the kinks in their
voices, both in solo and accompaniment. It was when they did Jefferson Starships "Find your Way Back"
and Kenny Loggins' "Easy Rider" in
succession that they received a good
strong response from the audience.
Besides playing other bands'
material well, Sleeper played some of

their own songs. With their own songs
Sleeper seemed to display more enthusiasm and the audience seemed to
respond as well.
Sleeper is different from most bands
in that they have no real lead singer, instead each member contributes equally
to the overall sound of the band, said
guitarist Steve Nedik.
What took away from the sucess of
the concert was poor sound quality.
The sound deteriorated after 50 feet.
Unfortunately for the audience, that is
where most of them were. Strangely
enough though, the sound improved
about 100 feet back where almost
nobody stood.
If one thing is to be said about
Sleeper they did try. It was evident in
the second set especially that the
audience was not as responsive. It was
not the band's fault. They were
playing fine renditions of songs from
Heart, the Cars, 38 Special, and
various other artists.
The crowd was doing nothing. They

Liman
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Tino Liakas, from the band Sleeper, played to UMO crowd on steps of Hauck
last Sunday Night.
Lloyd -Rees photo)
sat. They stood. They talked. Very
few feet tapped. They looked as if they
were listening to a class lecture, until it
ALWAYS FLOWERS
came to the end of the song when a few
whoops and clapping would be heard.
Corner Mill &
This was not your conventional concert crowd.
In the third and final set, the band
played some of rock's classics. Songs
from the Doors and The Who seemed
to pick the audience some but by that
time it was past 10 p.m. and people
began to drift back home.
It is unfortunate that Sleeper started
as late as they did. This is perhaps why
the audience began to nod off about
half way through the concert.
By Darcie McCann

STUDENT SENATE
SIGN-UP
SEPTEMBER 9th - 23rd
SAg44>

tt R

ELECTION
SEPTEMBER 30TH

Main St.
ORONO 866-3115

Free delivery to
campus on orders
$10.00 or more
FIRST QUALITY
AT LOW PRICES
VEAZIE VILLAGE
+942-8111+
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Changes in theater season
The Homecoming, written by
Harold Pinker and directed by James
Bost. and The Hostage, written by
Brendon Behan and directed by Arnold
Colbath. These plays were chosen in
part because of their relatively small
casts and intimacy. These shows will
be performed in mid-December and
late April, respectively.
Another major change in this year's
season will be running the shows over a
two-week period. "Traditionally
Tuesday and Wednesday houses have
been poor houses," Bost said, and so
now the performances will be on Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays during
the second week of showings. Bost
feels this change will also give the actor
more time to develop his or her character to its greatest potential.
The third major change for Maine
Masque will be performances that are
not as well known to the public as
those shows in previous seasons.
"We're not working with tried and
true box office successes," Bost said.
"We're going more with the current
trends of theatre." Bost emphasisizes
that boththe plays and their authors
are first rank. All the playwrights are
new to this campus, but Bost feels their
appearances now are highly justifiable.
The two shows that will be seen in
Hauck Auditorium will be Marat/Sade,
written by Peter Weiss and directed
E.A. Cyrus; and The Mikado,
written by Gilbert and Sullivan and
directed by Rina Elisha, the director in
residence. These shows will be seen in
mid-October and late Februrary,
respectively.
By Katrina Morgan

Several changes are scheduled for
this year's Maine Masque season, says
James Bost, chairman of the department of theatre/dance.
"I think it will be a tough season and
will test the abilities of those interested
in theatre on campus," he said.
The first major change will involve
alternating the performances between
Hauck Auditorium to the three-quarter
round Pavilion Theatre. This change
affected the choice of plays, because
relatively small shows must be shown
in the Pavilion. Bost said the intimacy
of the Pavilion adds a dimension of
audience participation.
The plays slated for the Pavilion are

* Upcoming Films*
Cabaret - Hauck Sun. 7:00
Stars:
Liza Minnelli, Joel Grey,
Michael York, Helmlut Griem
Rated: R
This film won eight academy awards. The story takes place in the early
30's, in Berlin. Sally Bowles (Liza
Minnelli) is a singer in the Kit Kat Klub
and shares her lover iwth a homosexual
German Baron. She has a friend, Natsha, who is Jewish, tragically, during a
time when Berlin is a "hot bed" of ani-semitism. Critics have said the real
star is the choreographer of this film,
Bob Fosse. It could be called a musical
Close Encounters of the Thrid Kin(
(Special Edition) - Hauck Sat. 7:00
9:30
Stars:
Richard Dreyfuss, Franco]
Truffaut, and Teri Gars
Rated: PG

WMEB Top Ten
1. Rickie Lee Jones ....Pirates

The first Close Encounters of the
Third Kind was edited again and now
there's Close Encounters of the Third
Kind (Special Edition). Si-Fi buffs can
enjoy this film about UFO's and Roy
Neary's (Richard Dreyfuss) "ascent
through madness to the space
ravelers's wavelength." The actors
spend much of the time waiting for the
spacemen to come back and ultimately
Near y decides to leave with the little,
strange, "multiraced" things. This
time around the veiwer gets to see the
inside of the space ship. Far Out!

2. New England

Walking wild

3. Leve Lovich

New Toy

4. Mick Fleetwood

The Vistor

5: Joe Jackson

Jumping Jive

6. Pat Benatar

Precious Time

7. Duran Duran
8. Echo and the Bunnymen..Heaven
Up Here
Vinyl Futures
9. Riff Raff

Private Benjamin - Hauck Fri. 7:00 &
10. Stray Cats
9:30
Assante,
Armand
Hawn,
Goldie
Stars:
Sam Wanamaker, and Barbara Barrie
Rated: R
The Science Fiction
This is a film about the daughter of a
& Fantasy Club
Philidelphia Jewis family who is duped
Will be having it's first
11
in to joining the Army. She thinks
meeting this Thursday,
Basic Training is "six weeks in La II.
10th. We will be
Sept.
Costa" with "condos" and "yachts,", II.
about our plans for
talking
and her parents would like to think II.
the semester. Movies and
their daughter has gone to a mental inO.
guests are two examples.
stitution, but Judy Benjamin (Goldie '
The meeting will be held in
1
.
1
flying
Hawn) comes through with
FFA Room of the
the
colors. The film has elements of social 11
at 7:00 p.m. Aliens
Union
satire and slapstik. See it if you want II.
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By Andrea Saunders
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ATTENTION SENIORS
All those interested in running for senior council
for the class of 1982 should sign upSept. 14-18
in the student government office(3rd floor
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Gigantic Green Plant
Sale
Last day ofsale
Sept. 12th
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Hundreds of
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Quality plants at supermarket
prices . Great for dorms
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Sports
HC coach denies Walkup's charges
By Joe McLaut hlin
Staff Writer

Nason an athletic scholarship, which
was originally reported in the Daily
News article.
Holy Cross women's basketball
"There was no scholarship, anyone
coach Togo Palazzi said Wednesday who says there was is a liar," Palazzi
that illegal reel uiting charges made
said.
against him by I,N40 women's athletic
Nason was not receiving an athletic
Mary-Jo Walkup were scholarship at Maine. According to
director
"completely unfounded."
AIAW (Association of Intercollegiate
"I'm surprised ai the statement, it's Athletics for Women)rules, this would
absolutely untrue. People know me in
have made her eligible for a scholarthe state of Maine and know I ship from Holy Cross if she had
wouldn't
do
something
like decided to transfer there.
that,"Palazzi said.
Palazzi said he was not aware that
The statement Palazzi refered to was such a rule existed.
an article that appeared in WedWalkup and Nason could not be
nesday's edition of the Bangor Daily
reached for comment and UMO
News. In the article. Walkup charged
women's basketball coach Eileen Fox,
Palazzi with improperly recruiting
refused comment on the matter saying,
UMO starting guard, junior Cathy
"Enough has been said about it
Nason. during the summer.
already."
"She (Walkup) doesn't seem to
According to the Daily News article,
know what she is doing and it upsets
Nason attempted to enroll at Holy
me," Palazzi said. "If were were inCross only to later decline when she
terested in Cathy Nason she'd be here
discovered that not all of the credits
right now."
she had accumulated at UMO would be
Palazzi not only denied the charges
transferred.
of recruiting Nason, but also said that
The charges Walkup has made
Holy Cross did not, at any time, offer
against Palazzi are serious ones
•

M3seri
WM.0.

All ond Arena ma have 1,000 seats added to it soon (George NA,eggler photo).

Alfond Arena may be
expanded in future

f
t

g

by Ken Walt/
Staff writer
Alfond Arena may have a
new look in the future, one
which will please many avid
LIMO hockey fans.
The
University is presently in the
planning stages of expanding
the current facility from a
seating capacity of 3,600 to
aproximately 4.600 scats.
We are only in the blueprint or planning stages of the
project and it may be quite
sometime before this actually
becomes a reality." Athletic
Director Harold Westerman
said.
Westerman said the project
isn't a new idea. but "one that
has been thought about many
times since the building was
built in 1976." The seating
area was expanded once in
1979, when a balcony was
added to the cast end of the
building.
The expansion would be a
welcome addition to Alfond,
which houses one of the finest
hockey teams in the country.
Thu Maine Black Bears aver-

age over 3,000 people per
game the last two seasons, and
have over 1,500 current season
ticket holders this season and
450 people on a waiting list.
Westerman said the main
obstacle in the way of the
project is money, adding that
it would cost in the vicinity of
$1,000 for every seat constructed.
"The University just doesn't
have that kind of money right
now," he said, "especially since
we are trying to get the Perfor
ming Arts Building started."
The additional seats would
probably be 400 balcony seats
on each side or a totally new
section, Westerman said.
"The only trouble with adding
a new section is that the fans
would be further away from
the rink and small areas of trhe
ice would be obstructed from
their views." Where ever we
decide to build, see. want it to
he an unobstrcted view."
Westerman said.
Also planned in the possible
expansion is a lobby, bathroom, and locker room areas.

because the A1AW clearly prohibits
colleges from recruiting or tampering
with athletes from a different college.
In a letter from Walkup to Palazzi,
dated July 20th, Walkup openly
charges Palazzi with breaking the
rules, and requests that he cease contact with Nason.
A Holy Cross graduate, Palazzi said
he received a letter from Nason before
this date asking for his advice because
she was considering transfering from
UMO. Palazzi said he told Nason that
he would have to follow A1AW
regulations before he could give her
ny advice, which meant sending a letter to Fox, informing her of Nason's
desire to transfer. This letter was sent
by Palazzi to Fox on July 24th.
Palazzi, a former Boston Celtic, said
he did not receive Walkup's letter
before he sent his letter to Fox.

Walkup contends that he did. "It (the
letter) could have been sitting right
on my desk and I wouldn't have seen
it," Palazzi said, "because in July I
was away at basketball camps for two
or three weeks."
Nason reportedly attended one of
these basketball camps in July as a
member of the coaching staff. Palazzi
and his assistant coach were also at this
camp and the Daily News article says
that it was here that the possibility of
Nason's transfer was first raised. This
runs counter to Palazzi's claim regarding the letter he received from Nason
first informing him of her desire to
transfer.
Nason, a Carmel native, played her
high school ball at Hermon and was
not recruited by UMO, but was a walkon candidate. She worked hard and
last season averaged 6.9 points a game
with 116 assists in 23 games.

Cunningham signs with Pats
FOXBORO, Mass.(AP) - Fullback
Sam Cunningham, a veteran free agent
for more than 19 months, has agreed to
a new contract with his former team,
the New England Patriots, the
National Football League club announced Wednesday.
The bruising runner and blocker mut
pass a physical examination before
signing a contract, the team said.
Details of the contract were not
revealed. A published report Sunday
;aid the 6-foot-3, 230-pound Cunningham had agreed to terms, but the
Patriots denied it. Howard Slusher,
Cunningham's agent, reportedly asked
the team to agree to pay Cunningham
next year even if players go on strike.
"No other player in the National
Football League has that clause in his
contract," Patriots' Assistant General
Manager Patrick Sullivan said,"and
we're not about to be the first one that
does it."
The 31-year-old Cunningham, a
seven-year veteran from Southern
California, became a free agent on
Feb. 1, 1980 and sat out all of last
season, the 1981 pre-season and the
Patriots' first Sunday, a 29-28 loss to
Baltimore.
Cuningham, a first-round draft
choice of the Patriots in 1973, is the
second leading rusher in New England

it
it
it

history, with 5,163 yards. Only Jim
Nance, with 5,323 yards is ahead of
him.
Don Calhoun replaced Cunningham
as the starting fullback last season and
was the team's second leading rusher
with 787 yards. He also scored nine
touchdowns.
But, at 212 pounds, Calhoun was
not as good a blocker as Cunningham
had been.

L
,177,
U.

•

it

I WENT ENTERTAINMENT
it

& ACTIVITIES

WANTED
Darkroom Supervisor
11
salary S250.00/academic
.
year Apply in person at
ii SEA Office Third floor
Memorial Union
it
or call 581-7929

it

4

Journalism & English Majors
Get job experience by joining the staff of the
1982 Prism. PAID positions are available in the
following areas:

it
it

Writers (for sports and special activities)

it

Photographers
Copy Assistant

it
it

it
it

it
it For details ,meet in the Prism office( basement 11
it
it

of Lord Hall) on Thursday,Sept. 10 at 6:00 PM.
If you cannot make the meeting ,stop in during
posted office hours.
it
it
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